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Abstract—We study local (also referred to as small-signal)
stability of a network of identical DC/AC converters having
a rotating degree of freedom. We develop a stability theory
for a class of partitioned linear systems with symmetries that
has natural links to classical stability theories of interconnected
systems. We find stability conditions descending from a particular
Lyapunov function involving an oblique projection onto the
complement of the synchronous steady state set and enjoying
insightful structural properties. Our sufficient and explicit sta-
bility conditions can be evaluated in a fully decentralized fashion,
reflect a parametric dependence on the converter’s steady-state
variables, and can be one-to-one generalized to other types
of systems exhibiting the same behavior, such as synchronous
machines. Our conditions demand for sufficient reactive power
support and resistive damping. These requirements are well
aligned with practitioners’ insights.

I. INTRODUCTION

The major shift in power generation from conventional syn-
chronous machines to renewables led to the study of problems
of network stability composed mainly of DC/AC converters
mimicking the electro-mechanical interaction of synchronous
machines with the grid. Power system stability amounts to the
ability of an electric power system, for a given initial operating
condition, to regain state of desired operation, after being
subjected to a disturbance [2]. Synchronous machines embody
mechanical systems having a rotational degree of freedom. As
a result, power system dynamics admit trigonometric nonlin-
earities, diffusive coupling between electrical and mechanical
angles and a rotational symmetry. Converters controlled to
emulate synchronous machines [3]–[8] endow the closed loop
with a virtual rotating angle and thus inherit these dynamics,
which are challenging for many stability analysis approaches.

In this context, different power system stability conditions
have been proposed: In [6], [9], [10] sufficient stability con-
ditions are obtained for a single-machine/converter case. Typ-
ically, the individual generators and converters are designed
and controlled to be stable in isolation. Hence, the bulk of
the literature focuses on the network case. In [11] a link is
drawn between the synchronization of power systems and
Kuramoto oscillators resulting in conditions on the system
topology and parameters. Although these conditions give
qualitative insights into the sensitivities influencing stability,
they usually require strong (and often unrealistic) assumptions.
Also the conditions in [11] and elsewhere [3], [4], [11],
[12] cannot be assessed without an omniscient knowledge of
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system parameters and the operating point. In general, explicit
stability conditions require strong assumptions (e.g., strong
mechanical or electrical damping) [7]–[11], whereas implicit
conditions are based on semi-definite programs and thus not
very insightful [13], [14]. Some conditions are valid only in
radial networks [12]. Classical energy function analysis [15]
and its modern extensions [16] consider low-order machine
models and quasi-stationary lossless line models implying a
weak coupling between active versus reactive power as well
as voltage angle versus magnitude. These assumptions make
the stability analysis tractable but in real power systems rotor
angle stability and voltage stability are inevitably coupled,
low-order models are not always a truthful representation,
and lines have resistive losses and non-negligible dynamics
— especially on the shorter time scales and on lower volt-
age levels relevant for converters [17]. Quite opposing these
assumptions, experimental and theoretical findings underscore
that sufficient (virtual) resistive damping and reactive power
support are necessary for power system stability [18], [19].

In this paper, we consider a higher-order multi-source
power system model consisting of identical DC/AC converters
interconnected in a general topology through lossy lines with
uniform inductive-resistive dynamics. The converters are con-
trolled through matching control [6]–[8] which renders them
structurally equivalent to synchronous machines. Thus, our
analysis approach also extends to synchronous machines.

Our model exhibits a rotational symmetry corresponding to
the absence of an absolute angle. We pursue a parametric linear
stability analysis at a synchronous and rotationally invariant
steady state. Towards this, we develop a novel analysis ap-
proach for a class of partitioned linear systems characterized
by a stable subsystem and a one-dimensional invariant sub-
space. We propose a class of Lyapunov functions characterized
by an oblique projection onto the complement of the invariant
subspace, following the direction of a matrix to be chosen as
solution to Lyapunov and Ricatti equations. Our approach has
natural cross-links with analysis concepts for interconnected
systems, e.g., passive systems, though our assumptions are
less restrictive. For the multi-source power system model, we
arrive at explicit stability condition that depend only on the
converter’s parameters and steady-state values and can thus be
evaluated in a fully decentralized fashion. Unlike other works,
our conditions do not require the restrictive assumption of
overly strong mechanical (respectively DC-side) damping but
rather sufficient reactive power support and AC-side resistance.

II. MODELING AND SETUP
A. DC/AC Converter Model

Consider a balanced three-phase DC/AC converter model, as
in [6] and as illustrated in Figure 1. The dynamics, formulated
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Fig. 1: An example of a graph G = (V,E) composed of two identical DC/AC converters connected via three RL lines on the
AC side, where the node-edge incidence matrix is given by B = [−I I ]>.

in a rotating frame with angular frequency ω∗ are

Cdcv̇dc =−Gdc vdc− 1
2 m>dqidq + idc (1a)

Li̇dq =−ZR idq +
1
2 mdqvdc− vdq (1b)

Cv̇dq =−ZV vdq + idq− inet , (1c)

where we defined the impedance matrices ZR = RI + Jω∗L ∈
R2×2, ZV = GI + Jω∗C ∈ R2×2 and used the shorthand I =[

1 0
0 1

]
, J =

[
0 −1
1 0

]
. The DC circuit is represented by its ca-

pacitance Cdc > 0, conductance Gdc > 0 and a controllable
current source idc ∈R. The voltage across the DC capacitor is
denoted by vdc ∈R≥0. The modulation signal, representing the
principal converter control input, is given by mdq ∈ [−1,+1]2

and transforms DC signals into AC signals filtered at the
output of the converter via a resistor R > 0, an inductor L > 0,
and a capacitor C > 0. The voltage at the output capacitor
is denoted by vdq ∈ R2, and the current flowing through the
inductance is idq ∈ R2. The conductance G > 0 models a
resistive load attached to the converter at its terminal. The
current flowing out from the converter into the network is
denoted by inet ∈ R2.

Finally, note that (1) is an averaged model of the switched
converter circuit, where all signals are averaged over a switch-
ing period. Such models neglect higher-order switching har-
monics and hybrid conversion dynamics but are standard for
analysis and control design of grid-connected inverters [20].

The following control is based on the concept of matching
the converter model to a synchronous machine; see Remark
1. The converter modulation signal is controlled as a sinu-
soid with constant magnitude µ ∈]0,1[ and frequency γ̇ ∈ R
(relative to ω∗) given by the DC voltage deviation [6]–[8],

γ̇ = η(vdc− v∗dc) (2a)

mdq = µ

[
−sin(γ)
cos(γ)

]
, (2b)

where γ ∈ S1 is the virtual angle, and η > 0 is a gain.
Next, we design the current source idc as a combination of a

feed-forward term represented by i∗dc +Gdcv∗dc and a feedback
term on the DC voltage deviation as

idc = i∗dc−Kp (vdc− v∗dc)+Gdcv∗dc, (3)

where Kp, i∗dc > 0. The modulation amplitude µ , feedforward
current i∗dc, and the control gain Kp are regarded as constants

usually determined offline or in outer control loops. Finally,
the overall closed-loop DC/AC converter can be written as

γ̇ = η(vdc− v∗dc) (4a)

Cdcv̇dc =−K̂p (vdc− v∗dc)−
µ

2

[
−sin(γ)
cos(γ)

]>
idq + i∗dc (4b)

Li̇dq =−ZR idq +
µ

2

[
−sin(γ)
cos(γ)

]
vdc− vdq (4c)

Cv̇dq =−ZV vdq + idq− inet , (4d)

where we used the shorthand K̂p = Gdc +Kp.

Remark 1 (Parallels in Synchronous Machines). Observe that
the closed-loop DC/AC converter dynamics (4) match one-to-
one those of a synchronous machine with single-pole pair, non-
salient rotor under constant excitation [6], [7], and thus all
the results derived below can conceptually also be applied to
synchronous machines; see also Remark 2. �

B. Multi-DC/AC converter model
We extend the closed-loop DC/AC converter model (4) to a

network of n identical converters interconnected by m identical
resistive and inductive lines. With slight abuse of notation, we
keep on using the same symbols for parameters and states.

Every closed-loop converter model is as in (4) with identical
parameters, modulation signal (2), and connected to the grid
through a line with resistance Rnet > 0 set in series with line
inductance Lnet > 0. Let B denote the incidence matrix of a
connected grid at each phase, then B = B⊗ I, where I denote
an identity matrix of appropriate dimension. The dynamics
of the current inet flowing through the lines are described by
Lnet i̇net = −Znet inet +B>vdq, where Znet = Rnet I+ Jω∗Lnet ∈
R2m×2m. More formally, the n-converter model in vector form
is

γ̇ =η(vdc− v∗dc1n) (5a)

Cdcv̇dc =− K̂p (vdc− v∗dc1n)

− 1
2

diag(µ)R(γ)>idq + i∗dc (5b)

Li̇dq =−ZR idq +
1
2

R(γ)diag(µ)vdc− vdq (5c)

Cv̇dq =−ZV vdq + idq−B inet (5d)

Lnet i̇net =−Znet inet +B>vdq , (5e)

where γ = [ γ1 ,..., γn ]> ∈ Tn and Tn = S1 × ·· · × S1

is the n-dimensional torus. We define vdc =



[ vdc,1 ,..., vdc,n ]> ∈ Rn, vdq = [ vdq,1 ,..., vdq,n ]> ∈ R2n, idq =

[ idq,1 ,..., idq,n ]> ∈ R2n, inet = [ inet,1 ,..., inet,m ]> ∈ R2m, and
ZR = I⊗ ZR ∈ R2n×2n, ZV = I⊗ ZV ∈ R2n×2n, and R(γ∗) =
diag{r(γ∗1 ), . . . ,r(γ∗n )} ∈ R2n×n, r(γ∗k ) =

[−sin(γ∗k )
cos(γ∗k )

]
∈ R2. An

example of two DC/AC converters is shown in Figure 1.
Observe that the dynamics (5) are invariant under a rigid

rotation of all AC variables, i.e., under the map[
γ vdc idq vdq inet

]> 7→[
γ +θ01n vdc R(θ0)idq R(θ0)vdq R(θ0)inet

]> (6)

where θ0 ∈ S1 and R(θ0) is a rotation matrix.
The physical insight is that there is no absolute angle in a

power system. We will observe this rotational symmetry also
after the linearization.

C. Synchronous steady-state characterization

We are particularly interested in a synchronous steady-state
(see Theorem 2 in [21]) with the following properties:
• The frequencies are synchronized at the nominal value

ω∗ mapped into a nominal DC voltage v∗dc

[ω] = {ω ∈Rn
≥0|ω = ω

∗} ,
[vdc] = {vdc ∈Rn

≥0|vdc = v∗dc} .
• The angles are stationary

[γ] = {γ ∈Tn| γ̇∗ = 0} .
• The inductor currents, capacitor voltage and line current

are constant at steady state in rotating frame:

[idq] =
{

idq ∈ R2n|i̇∗dq = 0
}
,

[vdq] =
{

vdq ∈ R2n|v̇∗dq = 0
}
,

[inet,dq] =
{

inet,dq ∈ R2m|i̇∗net,dq = 0
}
.

Observe that such a steady state also exhibits the rotational
symmetry (6) and thus there is a continuum of steady states.

D. Linearization

We linearize the system equations (5) around a synchronous
steady state x∗ =

[
γ∗ v∗dc i∗dq v∗dq i∗net

]>
leading to

ẋ = A(x∗)x , (7)

where x is the difference between the state vector and its
steady-state value x∗, the parametric Jacobian matrix is

A(x∗) =

 0 ηI 0 0 0
−C−1

dc W (x∗)−C−1
dc K̂pI−C−1

dc Y (x∗)> 0 0
L−1M(x∗) L−1Y (x∗) −L−1ZR −L−1I 0

0 0 C−1I −C−1ZV −C−1B
0 0 0 L−1

net B> −L−1
net Znet

 ,

J = I⊗ J, and the block matrices are given by

W (x∗) = 1
2 diag(µ)diag

(
(JR(γ∗))>i∗dq

)
= diag(wk(x∗k)) ,

Y (x∗) = 1
2 diag(µ)R(γ∗), M(x∗) = 1

2 diag(µ)v∗dc JR(γ∗).

In the Jacobian A(x∗), we have already indicated a suitable
partitioning that will be favorable for our latter analysis.

Note that v(x∗) =
[
v∗>1 v∗>2

]>, where v∗1 =
[
1n 0

]>, v∗2 =[
Ji∗dq Jv∗dq Ji∗net

]>
is an invariant subspace of A(x∗), so that

A(x∗)·v(x∗) = 0.

Observe that the invariant subspace v(x∗) ∈ ker(A(x∗)) is
the tangent vector of the rotational symmetry, i.e., v(x∗) =[
1n 0 Ji∗dq Jv∗dq Ji∗net

]>
can be obtained by the partial

derivative ∂/∂θ0 of (6), evaluated at the steady state x∗.

III. STABILITY OF A CLASS OF LINEAR SYSTEMS

In this section, we develop a stability theory for a general
class of linear systems enjoying some of the structural prop-
erties featured by the system matrix A(x∗) in (7).

A. Separable Lyapunov Analysis for Systems with Symmetries

We consider a class of partitioned linear systems of the form

ẋ =
[

A11 A12
A21 A22

]
x, (8)

where x= [x>1 x>2 ]
> denotes the partitioned state vector, and the

block matrices A11,A12,A21,A22 are of appropriate dimensions.
In the following, we assume stability of the subsystem

characterized by A11 and the existence of a symmetry, i.e.,
an invariant zero eigenspace:

Assumption 1. The block matrix A11 in (8) is Hurwitz.

Assumption 2. There exists a vector v = [v>1 v>2 ]
>, so that

A · span{v}= 0.

Assumption 2 is compatible with the nullspace of A(x∗)
in (7). However, we remark that all of our analysis holds
analogously if this assumption is removed; see Corollary III.4.

We are interested in asymptotic stability of the subspace
span{v}: all eigenvalues of A should be in the left-half plane
except for one at zero, whose eigenspace is span{v}. Recall
that the standard stability definitions and Lyapunov methods
extend from stability of the origin to stability of closed and
invariant sets when using the point-to-set-distance rather than
merely the norm in the comparison functions; see e.g., [22,
Theorem 2.8]. In our case, we seek a quadratic Lyapunov
function that vanishes on span{v}, is positive elsewhere and
whose derivative is decreasing everywhere outside span{v}.

We start by defining an appropriate Lyapunov candidate

V (x) = x>
(

P− Pvv>P
v>Pv

)
x , (9)

where P is a positive definite matrix. Our Lyapunov candidate
construction is based on two key observations:
• First, the function V (x) is defined via an oblique pro-

jection of the vector x ∈ Rn parallel to span{v} onto
{x ∈ Rn|v>Px = 0}. If P = I, then V is the orthogonal
projection onto X = span{v}⊥. Hence, V (x) vanishes on
span{v} and is strictly positive elsewhere.

• Second, the positive definite matrix P is a degree of
freedom that can be specified later to provide sufficient
and favorable (e.g., decentralized) stability conditions.



In standard Lyapunov analysis, one seeks a pair of matrices
(P,Q) with suitable positive (semi-)definiteness properties so
that the Lyapunov equation PA+A>P = −Q is met. In the
following, we apply a helpful twist and parameterize the Q-
matrix as a quadratic function Q(P) of P, which renders the
Lyapunov equation to an algebraic Ricatti equation. We choose
the following structure for the matrix Q(P)

Q(P) =
[

Q1 H>(P)
H(P) H(P)Q−1

1 H(P)>+Q2

]
, (10)

where Q1 is a positive definite matrix, Q2 is a positive semi-
definite matrix with respect to span{v2}, P is block-diagonal,

P =

[
P1 0
0 P2

]
, (11)

with P1 =P>1 > 0 and P2 =P>2 > 0, i.e., the Lyapunov function
is separable, and finally H(P) = A>12 P1+P2 A21 is a shorthand.

We need to introduce a third and final assumption.

Assumption 3. Consider the matrix F = A22 +A21Q−1
1 P1A12.

Assume that the pair (F,A21Q−1/2
1 ) is stabilizable and the pair

(F,D) is detectable, where DD> = A>12P1Q−1
1 P1A12 +Q2.

Assumption 3 will guarantee suitable definiteness and decay
properties of the separable Lyapunov function (11) under
comparatively mild conditions, as discussed in Section III-B.

Assumptions 1, 2, and 3 recover our requirement for positive
definiteness of the matrix P in (11) and semi-definitness (with
respect to span{v}) of Q(P) in (10) as shown in the following.

Proposition III.1. Under Assumptions 1, 2 and 3, the matrix
P in (11) is unique and positive definite.

Proof. By calculating PA+A>P = −Q(P), where A is as in
(8), P is as in (11), and Q(P) is as in (10), we obtain[

P1 A11+A>11P1 H(P)>

H(P) P2 A22+A>22P2

]
=−

[
Q1 H(P)>

H(P) H(P)Q−1
1 H(P)>+Q2

]
,

the block-diagonal terms of which are
1© P1 A11 +A>11P1 =−Q1,
2© P2 A22 +A>22P2 =−H(P)Q−1

1 H(P)>−Q2.
Since A11 is Hurwitz, there is a unique and positive definite
matrix P1 solving 1©. Moreover, specification 2© is equivalent
to solving for P2 in the following algebraic Riccati equation:

P2 A21Q−1
1 A>21P2 +P2F +F>P2 +A>12P1Q−1

1 P1A12 +Q2 = 0 ,

where F = A22 +A21Q−1
1 P1A12. Under Assumption 3, there is

a solution to 2© with P2 unique and positive definite.

Lemma III.2. Under Assumptions 1, 2 and 3, the matrix
Q(P) in (10) is positive semi-definite. Additionally, ker(A) =
ker(Q(P)) = span{v}.
Proof. First, observe that the matrix Q(P) in (10) is sym-
metric and the upper left block Q1 > 0 is positive def-
inite. By using the Schur complement and positive semi-
definiteness of Q2, we obtain that Q(P) is positive semi-
definite. Second, by virtue of v>Q(P)v = v>(PA+A>P)v = 0

due to Assumption 2, it follows that span{v}⊂ker(Q(P)).
Third, consider a general vector s = [ s>1 s>2 ]

>, so that Q(P)s =
0. We obtain the algebraic equations Q1s1 + H(P)>s2 =
0, H(P)s1 +

(
H(P)Q−1

1 H(P)>+Q2
)

s2 = 0. One deduces that
Q2s2 = 0 and thus s2 ∈ span{v2}. The latter implies s1 =
−Q−1

1 H(P)>span{v2}= span{v1} because Q(P)span{v}= 0.
Thus, it follows that s ∈ span{[ s>1 s>2 ]

>} = span{v} and we
deduce that ker(Q(P)) = span{v}. Fourth and finally, for the
sake of contradiction, take a vector ṽ /∈ span{v} , so that
ṽ ∈ ker(A) ⇒ ṽ>

(
A>P+PA

)
ṽ = 0 ⇒ ṽ>Q(P)ṽ = 0 ⇒ ṽ ∈

ker(Q(P)). This is a contradiction to ker(Q(P)) = span{v}.
Hence, we conclude that ker(A) = ker(Q(P)) = span{v}.

Next, we provide the main result of this section.

Theorem III.3. Consider system (8). Under Assumptions 1,
2 and 3, span{v} is an asymptotically stable subspace of A.

Proof. Consider the function V (x) in (9). The matrix P in
(11) is positive definite by Proposition III.1. Take y = P1/2x
and w = P1/2v, the function V (x) can be rewritten as V (y) =
y>
(

I− ww>
w>w

)
y = y>Πwy. The matrix Πw = I − ww>

w>w
is a

projector into the orthogonal complement of span(w), and is
hence positive semi-definite with one-dimensional nullspace
corresponding to P1/2span{v}. It follows that the function
V (x) is positive semi-definite with respect to span{v}. By
means of Av = Q(P)v = 0 in v>PA = v>(Q− A>P) = 0,
we obtain V̇ (x) =−x>Q(P)x. By Lemma III.2, it holds that
V̇ (x) is negative definite with respect to span{v}. We apply
Lyapunov’s method and Theorem 2.8 in [22], to conclude that
span{v} is asymptotically stable.

B. Contextualizing and Relations to Existing Results

In what follows, we consider a few special cases and put
Theorem III.3 as well as Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 into context.

First, note that our approach is general and can be applied
to matrices that do not have a nullspace as in Assumption 2.
In this case, the Lyapunov function (9) is simply chosen as
V (x) = x>Px, with P being positive definite and separable as
in (11), Q1 is positive definite and Q2 in (10) is chosen to be
positive definite. In this case our analysis applies analogously.

Corollary III.4. Under Assumptions 1 and 3, the linear
system (8) is asymptotically stable.

Second, we put Assumption 3 into context and compare it to
other system classes admitting separable Lyapunov functions.
Towards this, it will be helpful to consider system (8) as an
interconnected closed-loop system, as illustrated in Figure 2.
For simplicity of presentation, in the remainder of this section,
we consider only the case of Corollary III.4, that is, we
discard the existence of a nullspace as in Assumption 2.
We will also consider only the sufficient condition that F =
A22 +A21Q−1

1 P1A12 is Hurwitz which implies Assumption 3.
Classical small-gain interpretation: Let us first pro-

vide a qualitative insight into Assumption 3. As in Figure
2, we define the stable (due to Assumption 1) subsystem
Σ1 : ẋ1 = A11x1 + u1 with state x1, input u1 = A12x2, and



ẋ1 = A11x1 + u1

ẋ2 = A22x2 + u2

A21A12

u2x2

u1 x1

Fig. 2: Illustration of system (8) as interconnected system

output y1 = A21x1. Recall that if one chooses Q1 = 2γ · P1
with γ > 0, then P1 measures the exponential decay1 of
x1. Now, if A22 is Hurwitz as well, then the condition that
F = A22 +A21Q−1

1 P1A12 = A22 +A21A12/(2γ) is Hurwitz can
be understood as a classical small gain condition: A11 and
A22 have to be sufficiently stable so that the interconnection
through A12 and A21 remains stable.

Passive systems: The sufficient conditions that A11 and F
must be Hurwitz include the case of passive systems, which are
a well-known class of systems admitting separable Lyapunov
functions. To see this, consider again Figure 2, but with a
different partitioning. Consider the stable (due to Assumption
1) subsystem Σ1 : ẋ1 = A11x1 − A12u1 with state x1, input
u1 =−x2, and output y1 = A21x1. Consider also the subsystem
Σ2 : ẋ2 = A22x2 + u2 with state x2, input u2 = x1, and output
y2 = x2. Assume that both Σ1 and Σ2 are strictly passive.
Hence, their negative feedback connection is known to be
asymptotically stable. Under these conditions it can be shown
that A11 and F must be Hurwitz. To see this note that, by
the Kalman-Yakubovich-Popov (KYP) Lemma, Σ1 is strictly
passive with input u1 and output y1 if and only if there are pos-
itive definite matrices P1 and Q1 so that P1A11+A>11P1 =−Q1
(which equals Assumption 1) and −P1A12 = A>21. Likewise,
by the KYP Lemma, Σ2 is strictly passive with input u2
and output y2 if and only if the associated storage function
is x>P2x = x>x, that is, A22 is negative definite. In this
case, F = A22 +A21Q−1

1 P1A12 = A22−A21Q−1
1 A>21 is negative

definite (Hurwitz), and Assumptions 1 and 3 are satisfied.

IV. LOCAL STABILITY OF THE MULTI-DC/AC CONVERTER

This section sets the first milestone towards characterizing
the stability of nonlinear multi-converter systems. Ultimately,
we seek to answer the question: under which conditions is
the synchronous steady state set locally asymptotically stable?
For this, we apply the theory developed in the previous section
to give nuts and bolts on how to derive sufficient parametric
conditions for the closed-loop multi-converter model (5). We
consider the linearized model (7) and identify the matrices

A11 =
[

0 ηI
−C−1

dc W (x∗) −C−1
dc K̂pI

]
, A12 =

[
0 0 0

−C−1
dc Y (x∗)> 0 0

]
,

A21 =

[
L−1M(x∗) L−1Y (x∗)

0 0
0 0

]
, A22 =

[
−L−1ZR −L−1I 0

C−1I −C−1ZV −C−1B
0 L−1

net B> −L−1
net Znet

]
.

1Indeed, the Lyapunov inequality P1A11 + A>11P1 � −Q1 reduces in this
case to P1(A11 + γI)+ (A11 + γI)>P1 � 0 implying that (A11 + γI) is stable,
or equivalently that A11 has all its poles to the left of −γ .

Define the Lyapunov function V (x) as in (9) with v =
v(x∗). Hence, V (x) is positive semi-definite with respect to
span{v(x∗)}. Next, we fix the matrix Q(P) given by (10),
where we set Q1 = I, Q2 = I−v∗2v∗>2 /v∗>2 v∗2 and search for the
corresponding matrix P so that PA(x∗)+A>(x∗)P =−Q(P).

Analogous to (11), we choose the block diagonal matrix

P =

 P11 P12 0
P12 P22 0
0 0 P33

=

[
P1 0
0 P2

]
, (12)

where P11,P12 and P22 are again chosen to be block diagonal.
Notice that the chosen structure of P1 and the zeros in the
off-diagonals in P originates from the physical intuition of
the tight coupling between the angle of the converter and its
corresponding DC voltage (proportional to the AC frequency),
as enabled by the matching control (2). The same type of
coupling comes into play in synchronous machines between
the rotor angle and its frequency, due to the presence of the
electrical power in the swing equation [2]. The 4× 4 matrix
P2 is dense with off-diagonals coupling at each phase the
inductance current of one converter to the other and vice versa.

In the sequel, we show that this structure allows for suffi-
cient and fully decentralized stability conditions.

Assumption 4 (Parametric Synchronization Condition). As-
sume the following condition is satisfied, for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,n},

Q∗x,k >
µ∗2k v∗2dc
16R

, (13)

where Q∗x,k = wk(x∗k)v
∗
dc is the reactive power output.

Next, we provide the main result of this section.

Theorem IV.1 (Asymptotic Stability). Consider the linearized
closed-loop multi-converter model (7). Under Assumption 4,
the subspace span{v(x∗)} is asymptotically stable.

Proof. Since v(x∗) ∈ ker(A), Assumption 2 is satisfied. If
Assumption 4 is true, then wk(x∗k) > 0, the submatrix A11 is
Hurwitz, and Assumption 1 is also valid. Next, we verify
Assumption 3: First, the matrix P1 can be identified from
specification 1© with Q1 = I by

P11 =
1
η

[
K̂p

W (x∗)−1

2
+

W (x∗)
2K̂p

(I+ηCdcW (x∗)−1 )

]
,

P12 = P>12 =
1
2

W (x∗)−1Cdc, P22 =
Cdc

2K̂p

(
I+ηCdc W (x∗)−1) .

The feasibility of specification 2© with the positive semi-
definite matrix Q2 = I− v∗>2 v∗2

v∗2v∗>2
is given by

P2 A21A21
>P2 +P2F +F>P2 +SS>+Q2 = 0 ,

where F = A22 +A21P1A12, and S = A>12P1. If F is Hurwitz,
then (F,A21) is stabilizable and (F,D) is detectable, where
DD> = SS>+Q2.

Next, we find sufficient and fully decentralized con-
ditions, for which F satisfies the Lyapunov equation



FPF + PF F = −QF . We choose PF and QF to be block-
diagonal matrices PF =

[L 0 0
0 C 0
0 0 Lnet

]
, QF =

[
Γ 0 0
0 2GI 0
0 0 2Rnet I

]
,

with Γ = 2RI +C−1
dc

(
M(x∗)P12Y (x∗)>+Y (x∗)P12M(x∗)>

)
+

2C−1
dc

(
Y (x∗)P22Y (x∗)>

)
being itself block-diagonal. Aside

from Γ, all diagonal blocks of PF and QF are positive definite.
We evaluate the block-diagonal matrix Γ for positive definite-
ness by exploring its two-by-two block diagonals, where trace
and determinant of each block are positive under Assump-
tion 4. By applying Theorem III.3, we deduce that span{v(x∗)}
is asymptotically stable for the linearized system (7).

While our stability analysis is formally valid only for
the invariant subspace span{v(x∗)} of the linearized model
(7), Lyapunov methods in the quotient space (resulting from
identifying points induced by the rotational invariance (6) with
one another), suggest that the corresponding nonlinear steady
state set (5) is locally asymptotically stable. In the next section,
we explore via simulations to which extent V (x) actually
serves as a Lyapunov function for the nonlinear system (5).

Remark 2 (Evaluation, interpretation, and satisfaction). Con-
dition (13) can be evaluated in a fully decentralized fashion
and depends on the converter’s resistance R, modulation
amplitude µ , nominal DC voltage v∗dc, and reactive power
output Q∗x . Condition (13) requires stability of each individual
converter DC system (Assumption 1), which is reasonable
since every subsystem is designed to be stable in isolation,
and it requires sufficient reactive power support and resistive
damping (to meet Assumption 3), which are well-known prac-
tical stability conditions [18]. In fact, the sufficient resistive
damping is often enforced by virtual impedance control. A
simple implementation thereof, is based on the modulation

m′ = m+2km · idq /vdc,

where m is a vector whose components are as in (2), km > 0 is
a control gain and the DC voltage is assumed to be non-zero.
This virtual impedance control adds km to the resistance R
in (5c), but it also affects the DC dynamics (5b). To counter-
act the latter, the DC current source is controlled as i′dc =
idc + kmi>dqidq/vdc, with idc as in (3). A robust alternative to
the feed-forward term kmi>dqidq/vdc in practice is PI-control or
high-gain P-control of idc.

In a more general setting with heterogeneous converter and
RL- lines parameters, an analogous condition can be obtained.
The analogous stability condition (see Remark 1) for a multi-
machine power system is

Q∗x >
L2

mi2f ω∗2

4R
,

where Q∗x is the reactive power output neglecting stator losses,
Lm is the mutual inductance, and i f is the constant rotor
excitation current. This condition sets an upper bound on
the back electromotive force dependent on the reactive power
and the stator resistance [10]. Observe that the mechanical
damping (equivalent to K̂p (5)) has no effect on local stability
contrary to many other stability conditions [6], [9]–[11]. �

V. SIMULATIONS

We consider two DC/AC converters in closed-loop with the
matching control as described by (5) and connected via an RL
line, as depicted in Figure 1. Table I shows the parameters (in
p.u.) of the two converters and their controls. We additionally
added a reactive load of value b= 1.3 (p.u.) in parallel with the
resistive load G accounting for, e.g. motors. Next, by means
of simulations, we assess the local asymptotic stability of the
system and validate the sufficient parametric condition in (13).

Converter 1 Converter 2 RL Line
i∗dc 5 5 –
v∗dc 1000 1000 –
Cdc 10−3 10−3 –
Gdc 10−5 10−5 –
η 0.0003142 0.0003142 –
L 5 ·10−4 5 ·10−4 –
C 10−5 10−5 –
µ∗ 0.33 0.33 –
G 0.01 0.01 –
b 1.3 1.3 –
Kp 0.099 0.099 –
Rnet – – 0.2
Lnet – – 5 ·10−5

R 0.2 0.2 –

TABLE I: Parameter values of the DC/AC converters (in p.u.).

Figure 3 shows a projection of the level sets of
the Lyapunov function (9) into (γ1 − γ∗1 ,γ2 − γ∗2 )-
space (with coordinates shifted relative to the
steady state), where v(x∗) =

[
v1(x∗) v2(x∗)

]> ∈
ker(A(x∗)), v1(x∗) = [0.043, 0.043, 0, 0 ]>, and v2(x∗) =
[−0.0033 −0.0023 −0.0033 −0.0023 −0.7034 −0.0108 −0.7034 −0.0108 0 0 ]>

for a corresponding matrix P> 0 as defined in (12). We assure
that the parametric condition (13) is met, initialize sample
trajectories of the nonlinear two-converter model at various
initial conditions x0, and search for the largest sublevel set
Ωc(x∗) = {x ∈ R14|V (x)≤ c} that encloses an estimate of the
region of attraction. The found value c = 1.6121 ·104 is rather
large, as it allows for severe transients in voltage angles and
magnitudes that will likely not be encountered during regular
system operation; see Figures 3-4.

We observe that a projection of the nonlinear steady state
set, defined in Section II-C, into the angle space (relative
to their steady state) represented by span{12}, is forward
invariant and attractive within Ωc(x∗). Our simulation show
also that the rest of the states, namely [vdc, idq,vdq, inet ],
converge to a corresponding steady state on the frequency-
synchronized manifold. Figure 4 shows indicative voltage
trajectories initialized at the boundary of Ωc(x∗).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We derived sufficient and fully decentralized conditions for
local asymptotic stability of a synchronous steady state of
a power system composed of identical DC/AC converters in
closed-loop with the matching control. We explored techniques
from Lyapunov theory to analyze the small-signal trajectories



Fig. 3: Projection of the Lyapunov function V (x) into (γ1−
γ∗1 ,γ2− γ∗2 ) space for P > 0 as in (12) and the vector v(x∗).
The projection of the sublevel set Ωc(x∗) for c= 1.6121 ·104 is
colored in green. Sample nonlinear trajectories of (5) satisfying
condition (13) and originating within Ωc(x∗) (with initial
conditions marked by stars) show that the nonlinear steady
state set is locally asymptotically stable.
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Fig. 4: Time-domain simulations showing synchronization
of the DC and AC voltages vdc,k and vac,k, k = {1,2} for
trajectories starting on the boundary of the sublevel set Ωc(x∗).

of the system, where the basic idea is to resort to oblique
projection, while exploiting the different degrees of freedom
of the proposed Lyapunov function. We established a stability
theory that encompasses a class of linear systems inspired
by our problem statement and that coalesce into well-known
concepts for stability of interconnected systems. Venues for
future work include a formal characterization of local asymp-
totic stability, the study of conservativeness of our parametric
condition and a semi-global analysis of systems with rotational
symmetry.
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